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'rrtrWCE ARTISTS
NEEDED

for Guardian illustrations.
Ink drawings.
Cartoonists. Etc.

•

Call Paul @775-5540

Attention Servers!
Now hiring servers for special events
in the Fairborn area.
sp=]
Evenings &weekends, $8.00 hr.

Great way to earn
extra money!

Call 937.429.4400
"THE ORIGINAL"
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["16 INCHES OF HEAVEN"]
L --~-~---------!
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We
DELIVER
To
WSU!
429-8650

FIRST WATCH RESTAURANT
NOW HIRING!
LOCATED AT 2614-A COLONEL GLENN HWY.
(ACROSS FROM THE NUTTER CENTER)

431-9150

ACCEPTING APP LIGATIONS FOR:
-COOKS
..SERVERS

-BUSERS/DISHERS

Sheldon Russell, a freshman mass communications major, takes a spin on

the Orbitron at Fall Fest. Several student organizations and off-campus

vendors gathered on the Quad and the mall. for games, food and information

through out the day.

Photo by).D. Giffin

ampus Calend
Wednesday, Sept. 20:
Hispanic Heritage Month
Celebration kick-off, 11-3p.m. on
the Quad.
President's Awards for Staff
Excellence, ceremony and
reception in the Multipurpose
Room, 2 p.m.
House meeting, 2 p.m.,
E156 SU.
The Rat Series- Comedian
Steve Byrne in the Rathskellar

from 7-8 p.m.

Thursday, Sept: 21:
Senate meeting (SG), 6
p.m., E157 SU .
Lyricist Lounge II on the

Hamilton Plaza from 8-11
p.m.CANCELLED
Association for Women in
Science first meeting. Students,
faculty and staff welcome. Bring
a friend; bring a dish. Biomedical
Sciences building room 235, 12
p.m. Call Ina at 775-2456.
Friday, Sept. 22:
"Do the U" night in the
Student Union, 5-11 p.m.
Featured attractions: Z-93,
karaoke in the Rat 7-10 p.m.,
euchre, climbing wall and

Campus
Crim

DAYTIME ONLY RESTAURANT, SMOKE-FREE

ENVIRONMENT

COMPETITIVE WAGES, TUITION REIMBURSEMENT,

401-K!

APPLY IN PERSON AFTER 2

PM

Inventory Takers- Part Time
RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALIST

□Got school bills to pay?
O Tired of living paycheck to paycheck?
CI We have positions available for all shifts! J
O We can work around your present job or school schedule \J
O Must be 18 or over□
O $8/hr to start O
I Pay review in only 90 days
O $50 bonus for new hires O
O No experience necessary '
□Paid Training O
O Medical Benefits available O
I Work, days, night, or weekends
Year round work

For more information on the position, Call Thursday, Sept. 21
6pm-8pm 263-9769. Any other dates or times, call toll free

1-888-242-7447 To apply!

Equal Opportunity Employer

Arson/Related Offenses
Sept. 13: A Huber Heights
resident reported criminal
damaging on a car parked in lot
19
Sept. 15: A Maple Hall
resident reported criminal
damaging. A hall window was
broken
Assault
Sept. 13: A Blanchester
resident filed a menacing report.
Sept. 14:Two suspects were
arrested, A simple assault,
obstruction of justice was
reported at College Park
Burglary
Sept. 15: A Hamilton Hall
resident reported a reported
stolen wallet
Criminal Trespassing
A Fairborn resident was
cited for criminal trespassing in

Lot 11

Larceny/Theft

Sept. 10: A Fairborn resident
reported monetary theft from the
Student Union
Sept. 6: A Dayton resident
reported a monetary theft from
Millet Hall
Sept. 10: A Forest Lane
resident reported a theft complaint
Sept. 11: A subject was
taken in for questioning regarding a stolen vehicle
Sept. 13: A riverside resident
reported a monetary theft from
the Fredrick A. White Health
Center
Sept. 14: A Troy resident
reported a car stereo theft from a
vehicle in Lot 4

hypnotist Don Marnarino.
Sunday, Sept. 24:
Artist Series, Dallas Brass in
the Multipurpose Room, 3 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 25:
The Rat Series- Monday
Night Football, 25 cent wings in
the Rathskellar from 8-11 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 26:
Good Morning Commuters,
9-11 a.m. in the Rike study
lounge.
Wednesday, Sept. 27:
The Rat Series- Movie
"Dazed and Confused" in the
Rathskellar at 7 p.m.

Sept. 15: A College Park
resident reported a theft from
the Creative Center
Disorderly Conduct
Sept. 9 : A College Park
resident was arrested for public
drunkenness and disorderly
conduct.
Sept. 13: a Fairborn resident
was taken into custody for public
drunkenness in front of the
Nutter center
Sept. 14: officers were
called to break up a fight that
took place in Hamilton Hall
Falsification

Sept. 10: officers were

called to help assist a CA in
Cedar Hall
Obstructing Official Business

Sept. 14: officers were

dispatched to Hamilton Hall to
arrest an unwanted subject

•

•
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The Campus Beat. Ears to the Ground.

Student Relations merge with Student Life
Erin Runtz
7&aws Editor
To the students involved
with the Office of Student
Relations, director of Student
Relations Lynnette Heard was
a guiding light and inspiring
mentor. When Heard surprisingly announced her resignation two weeks ago, students
felt upset and feared the
discontinuation of Student
Relations' programs.
The worry ended following Monday's decision to have
Student Relations integrate
into Student Life under the
leadership of Naima
Johnston.
Students have relied on
the programs and services
provided by the Office of
Student Relations for about
two years. Under the direction of Heard, Student

'ations grew as a strong
<yocate for students and

urged participation in the
university environment. The

office advised Greeks, helped

students to understand
university processes and
procedures, and resolved
problems and difficulties for
students.
Heard assisted Dr.
Abrahamowicz the vice

president of Student Affairs
and Enrollment Services, and
worked on some special
projects. However, Heard was
offered an opportunity to
advance her career. "When I

heard Lynnette was leaving, I
was surprised
like 'whoa,""
said Joel
Buckner,
program
coordinator for
One America
Race Relations

Pathways to Success. Greek
advising and leadership
initiatives will continue under
her leadership.
Advising students is not
new for Johnston. She worked

closely with student organiza-

the programs Johnston now

heads. Student Relations will

no longer exist as a separate
entity. "We have worked
closely with Student Relations
for a long time. Student Life
will remain the same, but
with a Student Relations
component," said Katie
Deedrick, director of
Student Life.
The fate of Student
Relations was in the

hands of Dr.

Abrahamowicz, "We want
to enhance the quality and
capitalize on existing

and co-coordi-

nator for
Pathways to
Success. Friday
was Heard's
last day and
she is now the
director of the
Southern Ohio
Council for

Higher Education.
Johnston

has immedi-

ately taken over
Heard's role
under the new
Senior Stephen Wahome signs a
title, associate
farewell
card for Lynette Heard
director of
Student Life for
tions and community service
Student Relations. She will
as former assistant director
work with the advocacy
for Student Life.
programs, One America Race
Student Life is acquiring
Relations, Raider Talks and

was made well considering
the time. I'm pleased with the
outcome. I have no complaints," said Buckner.
Other personnel are

effected by Heard's resigna-

tion. Assistant director of
Student Life, Tim Mohrhaus,
will become the Webmaster
for student organizations in
addition to his current
responsibilities. Johnston will
move into Deedrick's office
space while Deedrick will now

occupy Heard's former office.

Johnston's previous
position will be filled by
winter quarter. A panel
staff. The programs will
including students will select
continue stronger and
with better qualities," said a new full-time professional.
Deedrick said the office
Abrahamowicz.
The Office of Student wants student input for this
decision. Information will be
Life is pleased with his
posted soon for those interdecision. "Student Relations played a vital role in ested in the selection process.
Even though Wright State
the success of students
has lost a valuable staff
and created a firm base
member, Heard's initiatives
we didn't want to lose. I
will thrive under Johnston
am honored we can
and Student Life.
continue," said Katie
"The Office of Student
Deedrick, director of
Relations' functions have not
Student Life.
been eliminated. We are
Students will not get
continuing to improve on
confused in the shift.
them by merging with StuTheir jobs are assured
and the services will continue. dent Life. We are now a larger
"They told me nothing would group able to do more to help
student achieve their goals,"
change as far as my position
said Deedrick.
goes. I think the transition

Student organizations fight for lot 20 safety
would be security patrols
By Jessica Donham
News Writer

With freshmen now
required to park in Lot 20,
both Student Government
and the Residential Commu-

nity Association were conTned with their safety.
7 "Mr. Bertsos, director of

Residence Services, came to a
few of our meetings last year
to tell us what precautions
would be taken to ensure
students would be safe," said
Michelle Shiveley, public
relations/advocacy chair for
the Residential Community

Association.

"We were told they would
repave the lot, have a walkway from the lot to the
dorms, more help phones
would be installed, and there

around the lot," said
Michael "MJ" Jackson,

president of Student
Government.
According to Shiveley,
Jackson and other students, not all safety
measures promised have
become reality. "The lot
has been repaved, and I
did see patrols when I
visited the lot, but when I
tried to walk from the lot
to the dorms, the sidewalk
ended right by the entrance to the Rockafield

House. Students have to

walk in the street the rest
of the way," said Jackson.
"I noticed there were
not enough help phones,
and when I called Public
Safety it took them 2 5
minutes 'till they could come
and pick me up," said

Campus shuttles run every half hour for freshmen and
commuter students that park their cars in lot 20.
Shiveley. "I did not feel safe."
Not all feedback has been

negative. "The shuttles seem

to be running very efficiently.

I think the university is doing
a good job trying to accommodate all of the students,"
said freshman Beth Rohler.

Other students think
the lot would be more safe
and convenient with a few
added improvements. "If
the shuttle times were
posted in a visible place
that would be really
helpful," said Woods
resident, Allen Dukes.
Another suggestion
was given by Desiree
Barbar. "I think a patrol on
the walkway between the
lot and dorms would make
me feel safer."
Making students feel
safe is what Student
Government and the
Residential Community
Association is trying to do.

"Right now we are voicing

our concerns to Parking
and Transportation and
Public Safety. Hopefully they
will make the much needed
improvements," said Jackson.
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(Out. with inter Club) Councif, Parking Tweeked

inwith Student Congress
by Josh Sweigart

Staff Writer

This year is one of
change for Wright State's
political structure. Student
Government has been reformed. The Inter Club
Council {ICC) was abolished
and colleges and student
organizations are joining
together to form the Student
Congress.
ICC was formerly a
separate office

positive effect on the student
body as a whole," said Scott
Lee, director of Public Relations.
The SG is now comprised
of four bodies, the Executive

Cabinet, the Senate, the

House of Representatives and

By Erin Runtz
News Editor

Parking's reconstructive

college or school. Its two
newest formed positions,
Commuter Representative
and Residential Representative, are currently unfilled.
Elections for these positions

will be held on Oct.11.

Stapleton chairs the
House of Representatives.
Similar to ICC, it consists of
officials chosen from the 180
campus dubs and organizations. Its responsibility is to
assist these groups in program collaboration, allow
them to apply for
serving as the
"The
main
motivation
for
the
change
funding and voice
liaison between
their concerns within
is
to
foster
direct
communications
student clubs
SG.
The House office
and organizabetween organizations and SG,"
is located in the
tions and StuLissa Stapleton,
former ICC office at
dent Government
Speaker
of
the
House
W02
7 in the Student
(SG).
Union.
"The main motivaThe fourth branch of the
tion for the change is to
SG is the Presidential Council.
foster direct communications student body. Its role is to
voice student concerns on
It is headed by Jackson and
between organizations and
various
university
commitrepresents groups funded
SG," said Speaker of the
tees.
under SG. "Because these
House, Lissa Stapleton.
The Cabinet also holds a
organizations receive fund"SG is the only university
newly
formed
position,
ing, we expect more from
recognized political voice on
Director
of
Minority
Affairs,
them...and would like to see
campus. Making the student
held
by
B.J.
Missick.
The
that they give something
congress a part of SG gives
organizations an official tie position was founded to help back," said Stapleton.
The House of Representato SG. Therefore, the student minority groups collaborate
and
better
achieve
both
their
tives
meets bi-weekly on
body has a stronger political
goals
and
the
goals
of
SG
as
a
Tuesdays
to collaborate on
voice," said SG President,
whole,
said
Jackson.
issues
and
voice student
Michael "MJ" Jackson.
The Senate, overseen by
concerns starting Oct. 3.
"Anytime you increase
Vice President Eric Schweser,
These meetings are open to
the amount of student
represents each academic
the ublic.
s '9'
'=gg'=.g

i

the Presidential Council.
The Executive Cabinet,
overseen by Chief of Staff
Keith Meyer, is comprised of
appointed officials from the

ell\le@Ji»@

surgery is apparently
incomplete. During the first
couple of days of school,
Parking and Transportation
watched traffic patterns to
make sure that the white
and yellow parking spaces
were being used efficiently.
Though the new payper-day commuter lot holds
more than 100 spaces, only
40 cars have parked in the
lot since fall classes began.
Parking and Transportation
already plans to decrease
the size of the pay lot to
allow for more regular Cpermit parking.
"This year there is a
slight decrease in total
white spaces, and already
we see that we have to
allocate more," said Robert

Dayton - East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.

(Airway Shopping Center)

258-9530

}

I

Perfect 10

I

by Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

A new fraternity is not
just for those longing to be
Greek. John Figueroa, a
Wright State student, is
looking for individuals to
help found the university's
first Hispanic fraternity.
The goals of the historically based Alpha Psi Lambda
are "to provide service to the
Latino
community and to
Salon
foster unity, pride and
5730 Springboro Pk.
education about the Latino
culture," said Figueroa. Alpha
(Alex Bell Plaza)
Psi Lambda stresses Latino
academic achievement and
success.
"I did research on Latino
fraternities and sororities and
Alpha Psi Lambda was the
Fall Special
best because it is co-educational. With less than a one
percent Latino population on
Must Present Coupon campus, there is no way we
All Unlimited Rules Apply could have a separate sorority
fl.ACE TO TAN Expires:10-3t-ool and fraternity. This way we
will be larger and can get
I more done," said Figueroa.
Alpha Psi Lambda is
going through the official
Min.session Upgrades Available) I charter process. Student Life

Dayton - South

299-1225

(20 Min. Each Upgrade Available)

j

10 Sessions $30° } 3 Month Unlimited j

l Must Present Coupon, Not Valid With Any Other Offer ]

L.

~------------------ -------------~----~
I

}
I

I

}.

-J.ACE TO

TAN

s39®

Expires:10-31-00+

Must Present Coupon

I

i

I (20

4Sessions'$i4°°

faculty and staff yellow
space, said Kretzer.
"I think sometimes
students get angry when they
see faculty staff spaces are
not fully utilized, so we are
taking a look at their use
closely. We won't let yellow
spaces sit empty," said
Kretzer. Parking and Transportation already plans on
turning 20 to 30 yellow
spaces in front of the Student
Union to white spaces.
Parking and Transportation also plans to focus on
decreasing the number of
parking violations by raising
fines. The number of violations rose 50 percent last

See "Tweaked" on pg. 6

seeks charter

www.aplacetotan.con
I

permits are sold for "4l

Latino fraternity,

cs
ro
TA
Dayton's largest tanning salon

AF

Kretzer, director of Parking
and Transportation. Two Cpermits are sold for every
white space, while 1.3 B-

{

Unlimited Rules Apply
l yst Present Coupon Not Valid With Any Other Ofter and Greek Life already
ofANnos!
croTAM«or recognize Alpha Psi Lambda

as a social fraternity. The
group is also seeking membership in the National PanHellenic Council.
Seven more founders and
additional members are
needed at this time. Potential
members must be full time
students with a GPA of at
least a 2.3.First quarter
freshmen are not permitted
to join.
Latino students are
encouraged to get involved,
but Alpha Psi Lambda is open
to all.
"We want to form an
interracial, inter-gender
fraternity on campus with an
inclusive platform. Everyone
is welcome," said Figueroa .•
There will be an open
meeting on Saturday at 12:30
p.m. in room WO15-D of the
Student Union. During this
meeting, founders and
officers will be selected. The
fraternity will establish an
agenda and decide activities.
Tracy Lynch Najera from the
eastern region will be there to
help establish their charter.
Anyone interested can

contact 656-3595 to ask John
Figueroa for details.
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Residential commuters. at Emerald Lakes

Residence Services was
faced with a dilemma at the
end of July. They had approximately 300 students

ro who wanted to live on

campus, and no place to put
them.
"A few years ago we had
a similar predicament. We
ended up putting twenty
students in a hotel for 2.5
weeks," said Dan Bertsos,
director of Residence Services. This time the problem

was not so easy to solve.

resident at Emerald Lakes,
the inconvenience of bringing
your own furniture and
riding a shuttle did not
o Roger Chapmanovershadow the advantages
~ Custer, assistant
director of Residence of living in the apartments .
~ Services.
"The apartment is so
cool. I can hang out in my
"The
apartments
~
living room or go into my
are equipped with
bedroom. People who live in
~ refrigerators, microdorms do not have that
ca waves, and washer
option. The university did a
dryers. The
g students did have to great job of finding a solution to the problem of not
o provide their own
f furniture," he added. having enough room," said
To get on campus, Lee.
Housing students in offWright State has
campus apartments does
provided a shuttle
service that goes from seem like a good solution. It
is still only a temporary one.
the apartments to
"In order to meet the
campus every halfgrowing demand for more
hour from 7 a.m. to 7
campus housing, we plan on
p.m.
opening a new honors
"They plan on increasing
community building in the
the hours the shuttle runs
fall of 2001. It will hold
very soon. So far I haven't
approximately 400 students.
heard any complaints from
With this new addition, we
the residents," said Becky
hope that in the future we .
Owen, Community Advisor
will be able to accommodate
for the Emerald Lakes resiall students who want to live
dents.
According to Aaron Lee, a on campus," said Bertsos.
equivalent to those
who live in a double
in the Woods," said

By Jessica Donham
News writer

First, Residence Services
contacted Wright Patterson
Air Force Base to see if they
had any room in their barracks. They were told that
there was no space available.
"We were not sure what
we were going to do, then
Dayton Daily News published
an article about our search
for a place to house students.
Afterwards, offers came in
from different apartment
complexes surrounding

s and

Due the overflow of students wanting housing, Residence
Services has had to house students in the Emerald Lakes
Apartment complex.
campus. The best proposal
came from Emerald Lakes,"
said Bertsos.
Located behind Fairfield
Commons Mall, Emerald
Lakes apartment complex is a
short distance from Wright
State. Two buildings were
leased to the university,
enabling Residence Services

to house approximately 12 5
students.
Each apartment includes
two bedrooms, two bathrooms, a kitchen and a living
room. Residents also have
access to the clubhouse and

swimming pool.

"Two students share a
bedroom. Their living cost is

CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES 2000 - 2001

MON. - THURS. UNTIL 10:05PM /FRI, UNTIL 6:05PM

ROUTE 1
7:30
7:40

7:50

8:00

8:10
8.20

8:30
8:40
8:50

9:00
9:10
9:20

9:30
9:40

9:50

1 0:00

10:10
10:20

10:30
10:40

10:50

11:00
11:10

LOT 20

1:10
1:30
1 :40

1:50

2:00
2:10

2:20

2:30

2:40
2:50

3:00

3:10

3:30
3:50
4:10

4:30
4:50

5:10

5:30

5:50

e lr Me y 3lr lr

7:10
7:30
7:50

8:30

8:30

12:30

12:50

8:50

9:10

9:30
9:50

7:35

7:45
7:55

8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35

8:45
8:55

9:05
9:15

9:25

9:35

9:45
9:55

10:05
10:15

10:25
10:35

10:45
10:155
11:05
11:15

11.25
11:45

12:05
12:25

12:35
12:55

MILLETT

1:15
1:35

1.45

1:55

2:05

2:15

2:25
2:35

2:45
2:55

3:05

3:15

7:45

MCLIN GYM

7:55

8:05
8:15

8:25
8:35

8:45

8:55
9:05

9:15

9:25

1.25

1:45

1:55

2:05

2:15
2:25

2:35

2:45

2:55
3:05

3:15

3.25

3:35
3:55

9:35
9:45
9:55

4:05

4:35

10:15

4:45

4:15

4:55
5:15

5:35

10:05

10:25
10:35

5:55

10:45
10:55

7:15
7:35

11:25

r A; r ; Mt k

11:05
11:15

3:45

4 .25
5:05

5:25

5:45

6:05

k ikikki

7:25

7:55

11:35

7:45
8:10

8:35

12:15
1 2:35

8:45
9:05

8:20

8:55

9:15

9:35

9:55

11 :55

12:45
1:05

8:25

9:25
9:45

10:05

&
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"Tweeked" continued

year to 31,000 violations.
"The idea behind raising
fines for violations is to
deter students from committing them," said Kretzer.
Meanwhile, student
government proposed a
universal parking pass on
Tuesday, Sept. 19, that
would replace B and C
permits.
"Basically, the universal
pass is one pass for all
people faculty, staff and
students will all have the

same permit," said Michael
"MJ" Jackson, SG president.

"They would all park in the
same spaces on a first come,
first serve basis." However,
approximately 100 A-permits
would be continued to be
used by administrators.
"I think a universal
parking pass would work, but
it would depend on how
much people are willing to
give up. Faculty and staff
would stand to lose the
most," said Kretzer.
"Some faculty and staff

aren't here as much as
students. Why can't parking
be more equitable? We are
hoping that proposing a
universal parking pass will
find a good solution for the
entire WSU community," said
Jackson. SG will write a
formal proposal that will go
to the vice president of
Student Affairs and Parking
and Transportation before a
universal parking pass is
implemented
-Stephanie Irwin contributed to this story.

With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable retireINVEST AS LITTLE AS

$25 a month

through an automatic

ment today with tax-deferred
SRAs. We think you will find it
rewarding in the \iears to come.

payroll plan 1

'Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59½ may be

subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.
t

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.

#22#23% 23.3255S"#SC.<12.3#"
AVWAFREE) WIININIIN"± AR'TIS3TSS
A.L,SO 'FEATURJ;'.NO BODY
PlERC.J:NG &:

COE>Y JEWELRY
tease .eave the Kids: at flome
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6%
BIRFIELD Got Beer?
WINE

1,000 wines from 20 Regions!
Over 200 Micro
Imported Beers

Brewed & Speciality

% Beer Tasting Every Friday 4p- 7p
% Wine Tasting Every Saturday 12p - 5p
% Home Wine and Beer Making Supplies
Mon. - Sat.

1-675

11-7

427-1007

fairfieldwine@earthlink.net

In Gemini Plaza on N. Fairfield
Road. Next to Wallaby's, 1/2 mile
south of the Mall at
Fairfield Commons!

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH

$102,068

and Social Security.

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished
by taxes until you withdraw the funds. Add to that
TIAA-CREF's solid history of investment performance,
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,
and you have more money working for you.

SAFE

• CLEAN
• EXPERIEINCED»
fut be 1s art sot»er » 1Harl#cap Access ll»lee

THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

$67,514

Tax--deferred savings after taxes

Ill Afer-tax savings

$41,232
$31,933

$13,052
$11,609

•

• Plain. o.r Fancy,

#YES3N«KI<"C E»KSS"TEXKC:X

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF

PAny Color

• Any -Design

e» fl
lOYEARS

20YEARS

I

30 YEARS

In this hypothetical example. setting aside $100 a month in a
tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28% tax
bracket shows better growth than the same net amount put
into a savings account. Total returns and principal value of
investments will fluctuate. and yield may vary. The chart
above is preseme<l for illustrative' purposes only and does not
reflect actual performance, or predict future results. of any

TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses

1.800.842.2776

www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest. 1. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of $10,500 per year. To receive a personalized calculation of your
maximum contribution call TIAA-CREF at 1 800 842-2776. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Serv,ces, Inc. distributes the C REF and TIM
Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable annuity component, mutual
funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust
Company, FSB provides trust services, • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.
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Visual Arts. Music. Film. Theatre.

Noah and the Stratocats expand musical horizons
a row alongside such
masters as Big Jack
Johnson and 90year-old St. Louis
patriarch
o Henry Townsend.
~
Much of his
Q
musical
success
co
stems
from
S unconditionalthe
~
el support and encour~ agement that his
.Q
family, especially his
o mother. Beatrice
f Wotherspoon, has
offered him over the
years.
"My mom does
my bookings and
gets me to play
places," said

By Leslie Benson
Arts and Entertainment
Editor

~,-

blues

With long, ivory hair
pulled back behind his ears,
1 8-year-old Beavercreek High
School senior, Noah
Wotherspoon, squeezes his
eyes shut as he slides his
slender fingers against the
fretboard of his Fender
Stratocaster. The strings of
the guitar vibrate, crying out
the blues as if each note were

-

g

alive and breathing.

Since his debut on the
Dayton music scene in 1997,
Wotherspoon has matured
musically along with the rest
of the members of his band,
Noah and the Stratocats.
Performing live as much
as possible in local venues
such as Gilly's and the Nite
Owl, Wotherspoon and his
bandrilates, new bassist Marty
Romie and drummer Josh
Johnson, were also invited to
perform in the esteemed

stand beside those blues
musicians that have ripened
with years of practicing and
performing their craft.
Noah and the Stratocats'
second album, tentatively
entitled "The Mobile Juke
House Theatre," will be
released after the Salina
Kansas Blues Masters at the
Crossroads Festival on Oct.
13, 14 and 15.

The album, which will be

available at music stores
around the country, features
Howlin' Wolf guitarist Hubert
Sumlin on more than one
track, Little Hatch from
Kansas City on the har-

monica, and numerous

original and improvised blues
songs.
Visit Noah and the
Stratocats' official web page
at http://www.geocities.com/
SunsetStrip/Birdland/1815 .

atocats

.Dayton (937) 228-5500

Wotherspoon. "She's

Noah Wotherspoon at the
Dayton Blues Fest 2000.
Chicago Blues Festival last
summer for the third year in

there for me 110
percent."
With Wotherspoon's
impressive, nearly hypnotic
guitar skills and ability to
surpass musical boundaries,
he is already able to proudly

Chlorophyll and Mothman

The spoken word Culture Fest celebrates diversity
Canal Street hosts poetry slam ["%.""%"

By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

If words explode from
your mouth like molten lava
from a volcano's core or flow
from your hands like a wild
river stream, then free your
mind, mouth and ears at the
monthly Canal Street Poetry
Slam in downtown Dayton.
The slam will feature
guest poet Big Poppa E. as he
stops in Dayton on his
"Couches Across America
Tour."

Slam host, poet and
coordinator, Bill Abbott, as
well as local, regional and
national poets, gather to
compete in the organized
poetry performance contest
on the last Sunday of each
month.
Having participated in
open mike competitions and
poetry slams after growing
"tired of handing his poems
over to people and not having
their intention met," Abbott
founded the Rust Belt Regional Dayton Poetry Slam in
September 2000. Since its
creation, the Canal Street
Poetry Slam has become a
fixture in the Dayton cultural
arts scene.
According to Abbott, the
slam, an "anything goes,
censorship-free spoken word

experience," allows an
audience, as well as five
randomly picked judges, to
determine what poetry stays
and what goes. In a slam, a
poet has three minutes to
recite a piece.
"The judging makes the
experience interactive. It can
be frustrating to the competitor, but also reaffirming,"
said Don Bruce, WSU English
graduate student.
The Canal Street Slam is

only the stepping ground to a
much larger national poetry

contest, in which teams of

four compete for poetic
supremacy.
"The slam encourages all
to attend and participate
regardless of experience,
because as it is said in the
slam, 'the best poet always
finishes last," said Abbott.
Contact Bill Abbott at

Dancing, storytelling,
exotic music and food will be
the highlight of Springfield's
fourth annual Culture Fest
this weekend.

Culture Fest's diverse

musical acts will perform on
two stages throughout the
day. Acts include
Springfield's Symphony
String Quartet, the Nerak
Roth Patterson Blues Band,
which opened for the Kenny
Wayne Shepherd Band at the
Fraze Pavilion this summer,
the Afro-Cuban Jazz Ensemble, singer Seona

McDowell and Anupama
Bhagwat, an Indian string
musician.
The event will also
include 2 2 educational booths
arid a separate children's
activity tent featuring necklace-making, African rain
sticks, a medieval art exhibit
from the Springfield Museum

of Art and a "Newspapers in

Education" exhibit, hosted by
the Springfield News-Sun.
"[The purpose of Culture
Fest] is to provide enlightenment and information about
other cultures through music,
food and storytelling," said
Culture Fest Public Relations
contact Selena Singletary.

slamguy@daytonslam.net.

Canal Street Tavern

Poetry Slam

Sunday, Sept. 24
308 E. First St.
8 p.m.

$

www.daytons±am.net

Nerak Roth Patterson Band

Culture Fest

Saturday, Sept. 23

Springfield City Hall Plaza
ll a.m.= 6 p.m. Free parking and entry
(937) 324-7380

Australia's Seona
McDowell
A storytelling tent for
adults and children will
feature Dylan Pritchett,
Lynette Ford and John
Gardiner.
"[Pritchett's] specialty is
enhancing the understanding
of morals and lessons within
African stories," said
Singletary.
While engaging your eyes
and ears to different ethnic
sensations, various food
vendors will also tantilate
your palate with exotic foods
and a tea and beer garden.
From Dayton Take I- 70
East to Exit 54 Springfield.
Turn right onto Limestone
Street, and then turn left onto
Main Street and park.
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WSU PHARMACY
Located in the Lobb of the Frederick White Center

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:

- We stock many of the popular over the counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms.
-Our supplier is Cardinal Distribution in Columbus, Ohio.
-We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medlcal supplies, such as bathroom safety, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy, wound
management, and other areas as well.
-We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and
WSU students.
-We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
~ The average wait for your prescriptions is under 10 minutes
and often five minutes. r
AISO Located

..

+

Hours:
Monday - Friday

9:00am- 5:30 pm
PHONE: 775-3414

in Fred White:

Internal Medicine x4580

Student Health: Ext. 2552
Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner and
Gordon Walbroehl, M.D. seeing students daily.

www.wright.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/

....

Rock and roll reborn -in 'Almost Famous'
W ednesday, Septem ber 20, 20 00

Maguire") shaped

By Russell Florence
Staff Writer

"Almost

Famous" around his own

experiences as a 15-year-old
journalist writing for Rolling
Stone. Through his on-screen
alter ego William Miller,
played exceedingly well by
newcomer Patrick Fugit, the

A poignant and insightful
tale about the days when rock
and roll truly meant something, "Almost Famous"
hibits the potential to

<ecome another cult-film

audience gets a behind-thescenes look at the almost
famous '70s rock band

classic for our generation.
Director and writer
Cameron Crowe ("Jerry

Stillwater and their quest for
adoration by the public.
Along the way, Miller sets
out on his journey profiling
Stillwater, while constantly
seeking the true essence of
lead guitarist Russell
Hammond, played by Billy
Crudup. Miller eventually falls
in love with "band-aid"
groupie Penny Lane, played
by Kate Hudson, while
experiencing problems on the
home front.
Miller's mother, played to
the hilt by Frances

McDormand, continually calls
him to reinforce her
that he should be a "yes

advice

person in a no environment"

and sustain from taking
drugs.
Chameleon characteractor, Philip Seymour
Hoffman, delivers a stellar
performance as real-life
writer Lester Bangs, who
informs Miller of important
rules in regards to the
potential temptations that
may come his way while on
the road with the band.
"Almost Famous" boasts a

mance, exhibiting his best
work to date.
Cameron Crowe' s direction is exceptional throughout the movie, especially
during three scenes including
the argument that takes place
between Stillwater members
over a T-shirt overemphasizing their lead guitarist,
Stillwater's impromptu singa-long to Elton John's "Tiny
Dancer," and an impending
plane crash which brings new

The Guardian 9

meaning to the word "turbulence."
As with any Cameron
Crowe film, there is an
engaging sense of likeability
that oozes from the screen.
With its universal appeal,
catchy soundtrack and ability
to speak to many generations,

"Almost Famous" will certainly join "Erin Brockovich"
and "Gladiator" as a potential Oscar nominee for Best

Picture.

strong cast including first-

rate, career-making performances by Fugit, Crudup and
Hudson. Free-spirited and
energetic, Hudson resembles
lier real-life mother, actress
Goldie Hawn, in numerous
scenes. Jason Lee, who plays

Stillwater's lead singer, also

delivers a bright

perfor-

Patrick Fugit portrays William Miller in "Almost Famous"

Heritage
Month
underway
@E, Camus shuttle 4; Hispanic
Florence
collection

E schedule 2000,5
MONDAY - FRIDAY UNTIL 6.55 PM

ROUTE 2

eo

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE
HAL/SU LANE PARK VILLAGE
7:30
7:25
720
7:15
8:15
8:10
8:05
8:00
9.00
8:55
8:50
8:45
9:45
9:40
9:35
9:30
10.30
10.25
1020
10.15
11:15
11:10
11:05
11:00
12:00
11.56
11:50
11.45
1235 12.40 12:45
12:30
A4-2
1:25
1:20
115
215
2:10
2:05
2:00
3.00
255
2:50
2:45
3:45
340
335
3:30
4:30
4:25
420
4:15
5:15
5.10
5.05
500
6:00
5:55
5:50
5:45
6.45
6:40
625
6:30

WOODS
PINE HAL
7:35
8.20

9:05
9:50

1035

11:20
12:05

12.50
A-Q5

220

3.05

350
435
520

6.05
6.50

MCLIN

MILLETT

HALL 19TZ0 GYM
7:40
8:25
9:10
9:55

10.40

11:25
1210
1256
1:40
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tit kit
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kelllrle
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225
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3.55

4:00
4:45
5:30

3:10

4:40

525

6:10
6:55

315

615

lie

7:50

835

9:20
10.05
10.50
11.35

1220
1.05
1.50

2:35

320

4:05
4:50
5:35
6:20
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By Russell
Staff Writer
Films, lectures, presentations and a Latin American
coffee tasting event are on
the agenda for this year's
celebration of Hispanic
Heritage Month.
"The United States has a
lot of diversity and culture.
By celebrating our diversity,
it's an opportunity to bring
out the contribution of each

culture the beauty, the

similarities and the differences that all cultures have
with one another," said Mai
Nguyen, director of the Asian,
Hispanic, Native American
Center (AHNA).
Lucrecia Guerrero, an
instructor of Spanish at WSU,
will read from her debut

of short stories,
entitled "Chasing Shadows,"
on Oct. 5.
·
"[Guerrero] is really
dedicated to her profession
and is highly knowledgeable,"
said Nguyen.
A book signing will follow
the event, as well as a prize
drawing of copies of
Guerrero's book, which were
donated by the Wright State

Arthur Navarro will
conduct a presentation about
business opportunities on the
Internet on Oct. 23.
"As the Hispanic population increases, its buying
power has increased as well,"
said Nguyen. "Navarro will
share his struggles with the
students and also explain
how to be successful by using
examples of Internet market-

American coffee tasting event
will take place on Oct. 10 and
11. There will be opportunities on both days for students
to taste different flavors of
coffee and learn about the
various coffee producing
regions in Latin America and
other countries.

Month festivities will be held
through Oct. 26.
"We hope everyone will
take time and join us at the
events and touch, feel, smell
and taste our culture," said
Nguyen.

Bookstore.
A complimentary Latin

ing."
The Hispanic Heritage

Call 775-4925 for more

information.
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ROUTE 3 -- SATURDAYS ONLY
WOODS

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE

HAL/SU LANE PARK VLAGE PIE HALL
220
215
2:10
205
2:00
320
3:15
3.10
3:05
3:00
4:00

tilt

4:05

to iel it

4.10

it itii kt

4:15

kt tit

4:20

lelee

6:45
6:40
6:35
745
7:40
7:35
725
8.45
8:40
8:.35
8:25'
·DROP OFF ONLY - NO PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

6.25

6:30
7:30
8.30'

OFFICE

MALL

WE MAY HAVE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING

FOR.

ARE YOU A STUDENT THAT COULD USE A PART-TIME JOB THAT HAS A GREAT BENEFITS
EUER DEPOT FOOD CT
PACKAGE WHICH INCLUDES TUITION REIMBURSEMENT? IF THE ANSWER IS YES, THEN
2:35
250
225
EMERY WORLDWIDE IS THE PLACE FOR YOU! THE EMERY WORLDWIDE HUB, LOCATED AT THE
3.50
3:35
3:25
DAYTON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, IS HIRING REGULAR PART-TIME CARGO HANDLERS.
4:35
4.50
EXPERIENCE NOT NEEDED. WORK HOURS ARE 3RD SHIFT, MINIMUM OF 4 HOURS A NIGHT. 5
425
kt kkik
DAYS A WEEK. STARTING PAY IS $9.00 AN HOUR WITH A SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL OF $.50 PER
HOUR, A QUARTERLY BONUS, TRAINING AND ADVAN CEMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
715
7:00
6:50
7.50

9:00

kolkoik it

ilk ok k ok

8.00

8.15

9:15

9:30

SHUTTLES RUN ONLY WHILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION AND DURING FINALS WEEK.
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS.
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 OR 2
St CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE)

WE OFFER AN OUTSTANDING BENEFITS PACKAGE:
-MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND VISION INSURANCE

-LIFE INSURANCE

-PAID VACATIO NS AND HOLIDAYS
-THRIFT & STOCK PlAN (401K)
-EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
-GREAT POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH

IF YOU CAN UFT ?OLES. HAVE AVALID
TEAM AT EMERY.

CALL 937/264-6000

DRIVER'S LICENSE, WE WANT YOU TO JOIN OUR

«

J
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VEGETARIAN + THAI

A PERFECT COMBINATION

SMOKE-FREE FOR HEALTH

237-7767

THAI WEST RESTAURANT
Need Money For College?

Local Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for FULL or PART TIME

Flexible Hours!

Great for school schedule!

* First Year Pay: $7.00-$8.00/hr

Se

On-the-job Uocational Training
Full Time Benefits Include ...

. * Medical Insurance

s 401 (k) and Profit Sharing

* Paid Vacations and Holidays

s% Childcare Assistance Program

* Flexible Spending Benefit for Healthcare
s Accrued Personal Days

Looking for positive, team-oriented people for a
variety of positions in our state-of-the-art facility.
Apply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 exit)
Ali Industries is a drug and smoke free facility!

side showcts

♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

Free food Provided by

Jim's Big Ego Band

z-93

♦
♦

Climbina Wall
Karaoke in the Rathskellar
Euchre Tournament

♦

•

♦

Free Billiards

Quick Ball Tournament

Power Lifting Competition

fitness Center Orientation
Much. Much More!

t>eature 1Vttraction
Dan Mannarino

The Charismatic Hvpnofist

9:00P.m.

www.wright.edu/students/rec/dotheu.html

Sponsored by the WSU Student

Union and the Office of Campus recreation

g"
\1»

YOUR

COMPETITIVE

EDGE.

No matter what area
you've chosen for your
college major, you can
enhance your

competi-

tive strengths now. Join
Air Force ROTC and

learn the lessons of
leadership as you
develop skills that are

critical to career success.
It's your moveCall

775-2730

FUNDRAISING

OPPORTUNITIES
Raise money for your

club/organization by
promoting products anfl
events on your campus.

Great earnings
Set your own hours
No sales involved
American Passage Media, lnc. ·
Campus Rep Program

Seattle, WA
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Mortise
Mortise

[Hidden Music]
Attempting to follow in
the footsteps of heavy metal
legends Metallica and Pantera,
Dayton's own heavy metal
quartet, Mortise, found their
niche expressing a mosaic of
mayhem.
After having
formed over a year
,•- 2
ago, Mortise released •
their self-titled,
:
debut album earlier
••
this year and began
•
performing at local
•
venues such as
•
Twister's over the
summer.
Comprised of
lead vocalist and
•
rhythm guitarist
Josh Campbell, lead
guitarist Jake Slivinski,
bassist Matt Fennell and
percussionist Eric Bufford,
Mortise's nine-track album
opens with "Damaged Soul,"
erupting into a grabbing,
aggressive chorus, which will
send you into a cult-like
catharsis of heavy metal
appreciation.
"There's nothing I want to
do besides music as a career,"

said Fennell. "When I think of
working at a desk job, it
makes me sick."
Concerning the band's
style of music, Fennell
commented, "It's like '80s
metal. It's not trendy. There
are a lot of guitar solos, and
we're not afraid to play heavy
and fast."
Shadowy guitar riffs
compliment Campbell's
primal outcries, which are
backed by hardcore bass and
drum beats as well as
thoughtful lyrics throughout
the album.

"Th
d

car

work

" makes

1 Fennell,
Track four, "Determined

Fate," runs for nearly 10

minutes and contains lyrics
that directly refer to Dante's
"Inferno, "while songs like
"Innocence" remain subdued
and soulful.
The track's lyrics examine
the tragedy of human nature.
"This cannot be reality I
men murdered for the game I
but no one knows who's to

blame."

"Josh writes about his
personal life and things he
can relate to," said Fennell.
"The idea for the third track,
'Bag of Bones,' came from
Josh's grandma who was
really ill."
"Fist" further expresses
the position that most
individuals find themselves
in every once in a while.
"Who are you to tell me
what to do/ I don't listen to
anyone including you I now
step back and tell me what
you see I a face full of fist
[. .. ]. ,,
"Mortise"

exposes a glimpse
of the dim underbelly often
evident in human
nature. The album
suggests that we
all start out
innocent in life,
but as we grow
older, we experience hate, fear
and pain, which
transform us as individuals.
The only solution is to fight
back by standing up for
yourself.
To contact Mortise, call
Josh Campbell at (937) 2368370 or Matt Fennell at (937)

236-6370.

- By Leslie Benson
Arts and Entertainment
Editor

Student
I arder to complete the registration pr:ess furstudent organizations, yourpresident and treasurer must
attend one of the following training sessions in the Student Urion:
"
President's 'Training l

D9/14/(040 at Noon and $:00 157A

9/19/00 at Noon and 4:90 169KC
0/090 ar 3:00 157
TO/1700 at 5:00 156A
Wt'2;5l00 at 3:00 1.56:A
1 1/4/00 at 4:00 156A
Presidents 'Training II

9/1-4100. u.t 1;00ru:id6:00157A

9/19/0at 6:00 and 7:30 169€
10/09/0% at 4:00 157B
1017/00 at 6:00 156A

•

10/25/00 at 4;00 156A
I t 1')4l00 i4t 5:00 l:561\

The long KISS goodbye: Gene Simmons, of the
legendary hard rock band KISS, performs during the
band's final tour at the Nutter Center on Sept. 13, 2000.

Morcheeba
Morcheeba
[Sire Records]

Morcheeba's most mature
album to date, "Fragments of

Freedom," successfully

combines a kaleidoscope of
musical styles including pop,
funk, disco and old-school
rap.
A mixture between diva
Macy Gray and Tricky' s
female trip-hop vocalist
Martina Tapley-Bird,
Morcheeba's Skye Edwards
again joins guitarist and
pianist Ross Godfrey and his
brother, percussionist Paul
Godfrey, on the band's
newest album.
London's Morcheeba
released their debut album,
"Trigger Hippie," in 1995. The
following year, the band
delved into hip-hop and the
blues with "Who Can You
Trust," while l 998's "Big
Calm" fused folk, soul and
psychedelia with the band's
previous musical styles.
"We've always pretty
much written pop songs, but
we've never written some-

thing uplifting, basically
because we've seen life as
mostly [an] illusion occasionally tempered by peak experiences," said Paul Godfrey .
"But we realized that all
the drunken-induced self-pity
isn't honest to us," he added.
"We've always loved music
that just makes you enjoy
yourself. And that's what this
album's all about."
"Fragments of Freedom"

shines with the hit "World
Looking In," which stands out
as the album's strongest track
complimenting Edward's
wispy, angelic lead vocals.
The funky jazz-pop
hybrid, "Love is Rare," appeals to your body's urge to
dance, while spunky songs
like "Good Girl Down,"
featuring guest rapper
Bahamadia, show off
Morcheeba's moxy attitude.
Biz Markie also freestyles on
"In the Hands of the Godz."
Although "Rome Wasn't
Built in a Day" contains

predictable lyrics, the remain-

ing tracks on the album

sound beautifully diverse.
Check out Morcheeba at
www.morcheeba.com.

By Leslie Benson
Arts and Entertainment
Editor

Treasurers Training

9/1 5490 at Noon and 540 ES7
10/1/00 at Noon EI56.A
IOlt 2/00 u.t 3:00 156A

40/1&/00 $00 156

I Oi24.•'0IJ NOi:itl l SOC

"Treasurer's 'Training II
9/15/08) at 1:400 anl 6:D0 1.57
1 0/1000 at 300 E156A
ta/12/00 at 6:00 156A
10/18/00 7490 1 56€
1424700 4:400 1S6KC

All training is located in the Student Inion. Can't make a lats listed'? Walks inhours are available every

Friday in September anuf {ctober Just stop by36 {Student Lhriun and wee will train you on the spat!

If you are a treasurer of a'iteek orgatizatir please contact Naira to sct up a special training sessir»

specific t» fraternities and sororities.

If you have already been trained as a president or treasurer you rust still attend a session, attend Session II

for yur awn benefit. Please RSVP to Naima in Student Life at 5572,

11

Paul Godfrey, Skye Edwards and Ross Godfrey of
Morcheeba

12 The Guardian
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Area arts events

Through Sept. 24

Dayton Theatre Guild
2330 Salem Ave.
(937) 278-5993;
"All I Really Need to
Know I Learned in

Major

Figgas

Figgas 4 Life
[Warner Brothers]
What is going on in hiphop? Since I began listening
in the mid-'80s, I have
witnessed many exciting and
creative music groups
including Mos Def, De La
Soul, Black Star, Common,
the Roots, Del the Funkee
Homosapiean, Prince Paul
and Cool Keith.
However, in the last few
years, I have found hip-hop
disappointing. Most artists
now produce sub-standard,
gimmick-driven, formulaic
hip-hop. Major Figgas'
"Figgas 4 Life" is one of the
biggest disappointments,
and possibly a candidate for
the worst album of the year,
in the rap / hip-hop genre.
The first act signed to
Ruff Nation, a subsidiary of
Warner Brothers, Major
Figgas includes emcees Wal:
Lo, Gillie the Kid, Ab Live,
Spade, Dutch, Rolx, Bumpie
Johnson, Bianca, Chops,
Rucis, El Dinero, Dirty Rik, PNut and Lee Spade.
The group's lyrics are
trite, mundane and boring.
Their elementary use of
couplet rhyming and the 16bar measure, which is the
basic hip-hop ly;rical structure, is a loss to this collabo-

Kindergarten."

ration of collective idiocy.
If any of their material
sounds familiar, it is because
you have heard it before. Out
of the 16 tracks, a majority
contain references to Prada,
20 inch rims, gold chains and
a supposed immense wealth
of income, which makes me
wonder about the fact that
there are 14 emcees perform-

ing on

"Figg as 4 Life."

Around 1996 & 1997,
both Tupac and the Notorious
B.I.G. incorporated these
elements into their lyrical
storytelling. In the subsequent years, many of rap's
releases incorporated the
same method of boasting of
riches and brand names.
Irony rears in one of Major
Figga's verses "Every young

--- wanna rap the same."

The band's verses are also
marred with contradictory
images.
Just one example, in track
11, " Thugs in the Club," Gille
the Kid proclaims, "thug
misses' and classy chicks,
shake your a to this" as if

any "classy" women, actually
like being referred to as
"chicks" or dancing to such
unoriginal misogynist proclamations.
The only redeemable
qualities on "Figg as 4 Life"
are the backing beats and
samples. If this were an
instrumental album, it would
be more palatable.
Overall, this freshman
effort from Major Figgas is a
waste of time. The disc
would, in my opinion, serve
well as a coaster or clay
pigeon.
Learn more at
www .majorfiggas.com.
- By Andre Hoilette
For The Guardian
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The $9.99 Back Room
Clearance
Featuring DNKY,
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Sept. 28
Riverbend Art Gallery
rough

1301 E. Siebenthaler

Ave.
Open Monday-Friday

9 a.m.-9p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m.---3
p.m.: The Art of Richard Heil.

t

26:
ern:
cians' Co-

Through Oct. I

Dayton Playhouse

1301 E. Siebenthaler

: Groove
Collection and Rob

p.m. Sign up

(937) 277-0114: "The

Wasserman's Space

in advance. WSU
junior, film major and,

Through Oct. 1

Riverbend Music Cen-

Sarah Silver, will
perform at l1 p.m.

Ave.

Who's Tommy."

Next Stage
Loft Theatre 138
Main St. Dayton

N.

(937) 228-3630: "The
Male Intellect: an

island.

singer / songwriter,

ter in Cincinnati: Phish
CD Releases:
performs at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 21:
Canal Street Tavern:

Bowie "Bowie at
the BBC" [Virgin]
David

Guitarist Richard

Cannibal Corpse "Live

Through Oct. 8
Town Hall Theater

9:30 p.m., $7.

Blade]

Ohio Renaissance

John

oxymoron?"

Smith performs at

Cannibalism" [Metal

433-8957 Centerville: Friday, Sept. 22:
Bryan Ferry "Slave To
'The Legend of Sleepy Bogart's: Mustard Plug Love" [Virgin]
Hollow."
perform at 8:30 p.m.
Soundtrack "Girlfight"
Through Oct. 22
{Capitol]
Canal Street Tavern:
Festival

Through

Oct. 29

La Comedia Dinner

Theatre

1-800-677-9505

Springboro:
"Joseph and the

Amazing Technicolor

Dreamcoat."
Through Nov. 19

Dayton Art Institute
456 Belmonte Park
North Dayton

(937) 223-5277:

'American Hollow"

Shough & Ultra

Vega CD Release Party
with My Latex Brain at

9:30 p.m., $4.

little Brothers in

Columbus: The North
Mississippi All-Stars
and Uncle Sam's
Dream Machine per-

form. (614) 421-2025.

Schottenstein Center
in Columbus: Matchbox 20 and the

Jayhawks.

Wednesday, Sept.

27.:

Bogart's: Dropkick

Murphys

Sept. 23:

Send arts and

Ordinary people perform at 8 p.m.

information to

Saturday,

Bogart's: O.A.R. and

Canal Street Tavern:

entertainment event

guardianscene@netscape.net

at least one week prior
to date.
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WHEN GETTING HEALTHY GETS DANGEROUS
told me I have it," he explains
his 14-year-old daughter
in a phone interview. "One
brought home her Barbie
thing I notice that I do is
project from school. As his
stare at other guys and
daughter
started
telling
him
from daytime soaps to
wonder if they're bigger than
what Barbie's proportions
evening dramas. Men with
me. I'll look at myself in the
would be if she were real,
six-pack abs and sculpted
mirror and say that I'm small.
Pope
immediately
began
to
chests are just as easy to find
I say I'm tiny five times a day
think
that
there
had
to
be
a
in magazines. Are these
at least even if most people
male equivalent. He thought
images causing more men to
would
tell me differently. I
of
the
G.I.
Joe
action
figures.
become self-conscious about
still
don't
see it."
After
taking
measurements
of
their own bodies? Some
Chapman
believes BOD is
the
original
1964
G.I.
Joe,
his
people, including Harrison
common among many people
Pope, Jr. MD, co-author of the real-life counterpart would
who go to the gym. "A
have been just under six feet
book The Adonis Complex:
majority of the people who go
tall,
have
a
32-inch
waist,
12The Secret Crisis of Male Body
to the gym aren't trying to get
inch
biceps,
and
a
44-inch
Obsession (The Free Press,
as big as possible because
chest.
However,
the
recent
2000) and Harvard Medical
that's not what society says is
G.I.
Joe
Extreme
toys
have
School psychiatry professor,
massive 27-inch biceps equal most attractive. They want to
seem to think so.
be small, ripped and lean to
to the size of their waist. In
In his book, Pope and his
have the beach look that girls
fact,
after
more
research,
fell ow authors, Katherine
like. Everyone seems to want
most
action
figures
have
been
Phillips MD and Roberto
that right away and that's
bulking
up
in
recent
years.
Olivardia MD, draw from 15
when
people go to extremes.
It's
just
another
way
that
years of clinical and research
Most people's goals can be
Pope
believes
that
society
is
experience to examine the
maintained if they take a little
sending the message to men
new trends in men's body
longer. Take your time."
that
bigger
is
better.
image. With increasing
With bodybuilders, a poor
Growing
up
with
hunky
pressure from society, being
body
image can lead to
men
on
TV,
movies,
comic
" just simply isn't enough;
increased
personal competibooks,
and
magazines,
men
N men have to be muscular
tion as well. "I'm very comare
beginning
to
deal
with
and built as well. According
petitive and I would say most
something that women have
to the authors, this societal
pressure is causing a disorder dealt with for much longer.
They're beginning to feel
called the Adonis Complex.
inadequate
with their bodies.
As Pope explains, the
As
Pope
puts
it, "Men are
Adonis Complex is men's
getting
a
dose
of the same
preoccupation with working
medicine
that
women
have
out in an attempt to attain
In the quest for the
been taking for years. They
the unattainable. "There's a
are
seeing
impossible
images
perfect
body, hard work is
widespread crisis among
of
male
perfection
in
photothe
most
important, but
today's boys and men-a
graphs
and
magazines,
and
sometimes supplements can
crisis that few people have
being told that this is what
help give a little boost.
noticed. Men of all ages, in
they have to look like."
unprecedented numbers, are
Along with proper exercise,
preoccupied with the appear- Instead of thin, air brushed
correctly used supplements
models, the men are seeing
ance of their bodies. They
may help men build up their
bulk-and lots of it. As Pope
almost never talk openly
"bodies.
explains, what men must
about this problem, because
One of the main supplein our society. men have been consider is that many of the
ments that many men
images
aren't
realistic;
some
taught that they aren't
working out may try is
of the models have even used
supposed to be hung up on
chemical
enhancers
such
as
protein powder. "Protein
how they look."
steroids
to
bulk
up.
powder can be beneficial if
Now body image is
In
its
extreme
cases,
the
person doesn't have
becoming an increasing
Adonis
Complex
can
lead
to
enough
protein in their
problem for college-age men
Body
Dysmorphic
Disorder
diets,"
says
Bekkedal.
who have grown up in a very
(BDD),
a
more
severe
obses"What
I
always
preach to our
alth-conscious society. The sion in men usually focusing
0k reports that when asked on
athletes, I'd rather get my
one particular aspect of
to choose the body women
protein through eating than
their body. This can be
would prefer, many collegedrinking
a shake. If you
anything from hair to muscuage men believe they need to larity
want to save yourself some
to
penis
size.
Accordgain 30 pounds more in
money, get those Carnation
ing to Pope, most men who
muscle to be physically
Instant Breakfasts, get a
have
BOD
know
it,
but
can
attractive to women. Howhide
it
well
from
the
people
glass of milk, put it in there,
ever, the book reports that
closest
to
them.
and then eat a banana with
many women agree that
Someone
already
familiar
some peanut butter on it.
super-muscular men just
with BOD is Ryan Chapman, a
That's a nice dietary supplearen't attractive and the
21-year-old who has been
ment with real food.
prefer an average physique
bodybuilding
for three years
instead.
The main drawback
Vancouver, Canada. "I
Pope first began research- in
Ing the Adonis Complex after know some people who have

_T r on the TV nowadays
d it's easy to find large,
inuscular men in anything

By Alf Butler

Senior Writer

people in the gym are too.
It's almost like you're never
big. It's not really good, but
I can't imagine it any other
way. Instead of dealing with
it, you just go the gym more,
you push yourself harder,
when you feel like cheating,
you don't, and when you feel
like taking a day off, you

don't," says Chapman.
"Sometimes it can work for

you just as a motivating
factor and then sometimes
yourself too far and not be
as sensible as you should be
about it."
In extreme cases, BOD
can also lead men in search
of a quick fix such as
anabolic steroids or other
supplements to help them
gain mass quickly. As Matt
Bekkedal, WSU Strength and
Endurance Specialist explains, "Everybody thinks if
they take steroids, they're
going to be like the Incredible Hulk. They'll get mad
and just get huge sitting
there. What really happens
is that you get big because

you lift a lot faster than your
muscles can normally re-

cover." Of course, as

Bekkedal points out, the side

effects of steroids can be

severe as well. "With the
decreased testosterone to
your body, you get decreased
testicular size, testicular
atrophy, acne, increased hair
on the back, and the psychological effects (known as
"Roid Rage") where you get

really moody, aggressive, and

want to fight."

Even with societal pressures, it's important for men
who want to be lean and
sculpted to be patient. Don't
buy into all the hype from the
media. Masculinity just
simply isn't about the size of
your muscles. As Bekkedal
explains, "I think it's positive
that more people are working
out, but it's gotta be a
lifestyle thing. You have to
know what you're doing and
why you're doing it. It's not
going to happen overnight."
visit www.adoniscomplex.com

Supplee.t Use a.a use
about protein powder is that
they're expensive and it's an
issue of sound nutritional
practices. You don't need all
that extra protein and the
protein you don't need usually
gets stored as fat. If you take

really high doses, you get

kidney problems in the
extreme cases. Generally
though I _don't mind the protein
powders in a relatively low
calorie type of things with low
fat. You need protein to
grow."
Creatine is also another
supplement that men working
out may use. "The studies
say the side effects are
increased body weight,
increased body mass, increased vertical jump, increased bench press, all
these good things. The
negative part is that it's hard
to say what happens in 20
years. It's the main one I
suggest [to men working out]
.but you have to lift and work

out hard as well," points out >

Bekkedal.
As with any body altering
medication, it's important to

consult a doctor or a dietary

professional before starting o
any supplements. Know wha
you're taking and why you're
taking it. Don't listen to
everything you hear or
everything you read in Men's
Health, Maxim, or other

magazines like that," advises

Bekkedal. "Everyone wants
the magic pill. Nothing is
going to replace sound work
and healthy nutritional practices."
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on campus this year. It
feels like a "real"
college campus. There
are students hanging
out, reading homework
and basically enjoying
their time spent at
WSU. Some people who
may not be enjoying
their time on campus
are those who continue
parking illegally in the
student parking lots.
The Department of
Parking and Transportation (DPT) has tried
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approaches to curb the
parking problem. Last
year, they set up a
gated controlled access
parking lot to keep out
students and allow for
ease of access for
faculty.
Over the summer,
the feasibility of a
parking garage was
discussed but in the
end was shelved.
What the DPT
decided upon was an
increase in fines this
year from a reasonable
$10 per incident to
$25 to $50 depending
on the infraction. The

First of all, in
regards to the "Cover

Story" (Sept. 13). I

would like to point out
that Colin Powell and
Norman Schwarzkopf
are men who have
excelled for our country and have earned

addressed appropri

Editor in Chief: 775-5540

should appear with the
rank they earned. For
example, Colin Powell

News/Sports: 775-5538
···

parking permits this year.

Though it cannot be
determined yet if the rush
to buy passes is due to the
higher ticket levels or
simply more student
drivers, one can surmise
that a $ 50 ticket is a good
motivator to park legally.
Besides raising fines, a
new commuter "pay" lot
has been opened to allow
commuters who have
already purchased a valid
parking pass the opportunity to pay a $3 fee for
parking in a gated lot and
thus avoid a $ 50 parking
ticket for disregarding parking regulations.

according to the DPT, to
monitor faculty/staff lots
to determine when they
are not being used and

possibly reclassify them as
commuter lots.
The parking in Lot 11

may also be switched to a

wholly commuter parking
area when construction
begins on Millett Hall in
December.
All of. these changes
should help lead to a less
confusing and hectic
parking experience at WSU.
However, there are some
areas that could be polished.
Parking in the outer
lots can still be dangerous
to property. Last year
there were many reports
of theft from Lot 4 and

in the $20 already paid for
parking pass.
What can be done?
Well, a lot has already
been accomplished. The
DPT should be commended for their efforts at
curbing illegal and hazardous parking on campus.
With the addition of,
or at least a more visible
presence of, campus Police
in and around remote

a

parking lots, crime will

hopefully decrease.
The commuter pay lot
could be made a more
attractive alternative by
adopting hourly rates with
a maximum day rate such
as the ones charged by the
Student Union's visitor pay
lot.
By lowering the cos
commuter pay parking, tne
other remote lots. These
DPT may just entice some
thefts can be a deterrent
commuter students to
to parking in distant lots.
The commuter pay lot cough up fifty cents or
is set up as a $3 fee for all more to park on an hourly
basis without fighting the
day parking. Many stuhassles and delays of
dents who are commuters
normal
campus parking.
may only be on campus
It's
hard to believe,
for one or two hours daily.
From a commuter perspec- but gradually campus
parking is getting better.
tive paying $ 3 to park
legally for two hours still
feels like getting gouged,

I

Respect and knowledge needed

Guariian Phone Numiters ",""";""";'.

.._Scene: 775-5536

increase in fines of between 150 percent and 400
percent.
Thus far however, the
new fines appear to be
doing the job. Campus
parking can still be difficult to find easily, but it
can be found. Plus the
streets and parking lots
are less congested due to
the smaller percentage of
students willing to clog
roadways and risk a ticket.
The DPT says that
there has been an increase
in students purchasing

Letters to the Editor

Advertising: 775-5537

Fax: 775-5535

Opinion

"}rca veterans

......
· 4 should appear as

"General Colin Powell

(Ret.)."

Secondly, in regards to
the "Opinion," there is
quite a distinction between
the speech given by Gov.
Bush and a "pep rally." It is
quite obvious that the
writer has never attended
either, as the atmosphere
on Sept. 7 was solemn and
grateful.
It is clear that the

provide good reasons for
willing Americans become

part of our Armed Services.
Finally, in regards to
the letter to the editor
(Sept. 13), I am not a
veteran, and there is

myself to find out how I
might be able to get in.
I would also like to

encourage the letter writ ]
a

to review his facts. It was

writer is offering a biased

except I got up early on
Sept. 7, dressed accordingly, stood in line for one
hour, and easily entered
the Multi-purpose Room to
see Gov. Bush.

Vice President Gore who
proposed 42 debates,
which he later declined
after Gov. Bush accepted,
including "Larry King Live"
and "Meet the Press."
Maybe supporters of Gore
should "do their homework
and find specifics."

ate our veterans as well as

However, instead of complaining about who wasn't
allowed in, I took it upon

-

review of Gov. Bush's
uplifting and gracious call
to all Americans to appreci-

nothing special about me

I was not invited.

Amy Spowart

Junior Classics/History

3

=

Opinion

Letters to the
Editor
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Thank you WSU

Honesty still alive on campus
Halfway through
Abnormal Psychology class
on Monday, Sept. 18, I
realized that I had left my
purse in the Bike Shop. I
rushed out of class to
Millett only to discover my
purse was no longer there.
Two girls who were
sitting where I had been
sitting said a woman had
asked if my purse was
theirs. They said no. The
woman said she was taking
my purse to Public Safety.
I checked Public Safety
three times and left my
number with every office I
could think of. In a panic, I
called my bank and closed
my accounts.
Three hours· later,
discouraged from my
searching, I went back to
the Bike Shop to search the
trash. After inquiring
about my purse to the
cashier one final time,

t

pped
in a
assed
tred. No,

another Bike Shop employee said my purse had
been turned in just before I
arrived.
To the honest individual who turned my
purse in with all of its
contents, which included
my ATM card, my checkbook, social security card,
Wright State I.D: and car
keys, I am grateful.
I'd like to thank the
Department of Public
Safety and the nice woman
who let me use her phone
in University Hall. Also,
thank you to Officer
Melanie Patterson, the
officer who filed my report
and called me back to see if
everything was still in my
purse when I found it.
Thank you.
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Volleyball team wins Raider Challenge

WSU in blocks and kills. Day
sisted blocks
had
17
kills
and
four
assisted
to
lead the
Staff Writer
blocks. Osterhage had 14
teani as well
It was the first chance for kills, four assisted blocks and as one solo
Raider
volleyball fans to see
one solo block for the Raidblock.
By Jason
. "All the
the
new
look
on
the
volleyball
ers.
Seaman
team
players
court at the Nutter Center.
The next day the Raiders
Sports
contributed to
But
the
court
wasn't
the
won
a
back-and-forth
match
Editor
the win. They
only thing that looked good;
over Western Kentucky
the Raiders looked outstandUniversity (9-3) in five games. stayed involved and
ing as they won out a series
WSU opened it up taking
of tough opponents to win
a dominating win of 15-4 in
enthusiastic
the Raider Challenge for the
game one, but WKU tied the
for every
second year in a row.
series with a game two win of single point,"
If you attended the Raider
The Raiders (4-5) opened
15-6.The Raiders then took
said head
Challenge last weekend you
up the series with a match
the lead with a 15-9 win in
coach Joylynn
would have noticed someagainst Tennessee Tech (7-1).
game three. They dropped
Tracy.
thing different about Mclin
The green and gold looked
game four playing into a close
Wright
state played
Gym.
poised to win the match
15-13 final score. With the
The university painted
hands down after winning the match on the line in game
with a lot of
L
the volleyball court green
first match with a shutout
five, the Raiders picked up
intensity
cr
with the Raider logo in the
(15-0) and then winning game the intensity and nobody
throughout
middle.
9
could touch them for the rest
the Challenge,
two, 15 -.
1
~
Co1 oring t he court he!ps
However TTU battled
of the day. They took game
as the team's
t
viewers and players see the
back and won a very close
five and the match with a15bench was
Q
boundaries easier and gives
game three, 17-15. It was the
7 win over WKU.
standing on
ro
Wright State a home-court
match that turned the tide
Five raiders were in the
the court as
~
advantage. The green surface and Tennessee won game
double digits in kills as Day
they sup2
adds color and looks better
four, 15-10, and game five,
lead the team with 26. Senior
ported their
~
an the hardwood floor.
15-11.
Tara Trissel had 19 kills, and teammates on
the floor.
o
Also in the process of
Sophomore Karis Day and senior Darlene Prunty added
eing completed is work on junior Liza Osterhage led
17. Osterhage had six as"Its
f
the softball diamond.
amazing how Sophomore Karis Day was the MVP of the
After winning the most
much desire
games in school history last
we have this Raider Challenge. She leads the team in
kills with 102 in 34 games as of Sept. 18.
season, the softball team is
year. Our
being rewarded by the
freshman, as
addition of concrete dugouts,
well as everyone else, stepped
The only thing that had
grass in foul territory for
it up, and the bench wa_s a big Raider fans worried at this
drainage purposes, bull pens
positive during the game,"
point was in the last few
moved off the field and black
said Day.
points of game three was
top added for the batting
In the last match of the
when MVP Day hurt her ankle
cage.
day, the Raiders looked
and had to be helped off the
Several teams, as well as
untouchable as they domicourt.
the university, have benefited
nated the net, coming up with
"I just stepped on
from additions or renovations
nine blocks. Prunty had two
Prunty's foot, and I couldn't
to facilities, fields or diasolo blocks while Day and
walk momentarily. I'll be back
monds.
Osterhage each contributed
for practice," said Day.
Last fall, Alumni Field
four assisted blocks. Prunty
"The way we finished the
was created for the soccer
also lead the team with 16
tourney was very important,
teams making it possible for
kills.
especially after the tough loss
night games with stadium
In game one against the
last night (against TTU). For
lights.
University of Central Florida,
us to bounce back and play
Nischwitz Stadium was
the Raiders took control with hard is a big plus for the
also built last year creating an
a 15-7 win. They dominated
team," added Tracy.
improved baseball environgame two, 15-1. Game two
The Raiders had four less
ment and night contests.
was opened up with a 5-0 run errors than their opponents
t1IIIIIL. It's great to see our
by the Raiders before Central in the final stats, showing
9niversity, sponsors, alumni
Florida scored their solo
that they are improving in
. and supporters uphold our
point of the game. In game
-that area. That was a factor
teams.
three UCF made a come-back, that contributed to early
Only time can tell until a
a; but it was too little, too late season losses prior to the
track is constructed for our
.~ as early scoring streaks kept
Raider Challenge.
new women's track team. The
~ the Raiders on top for the
"Their self-discipline was
cross country teams could
win and'the championship,
much better," said Tracy.
also gain from this as a they
<1' 15-11.
"They were defensively in the
could practice on the track.
~
When all the dust was
right spots and stayed
I give it two years before
<1' settled, Wright State emerged
disciplined to the finish.''
an all-weather track is fin~ as the tournament champions
WSU will be at home on
By Justin Ross
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9 andhadtwomembers

Our university does a

great job backing our sports

g selected to the All-Touma-

teams; it's a shame the same
cannot be said about our

stud@at.holy ss3

Senior Darlene Prunty had two solo blocks the I sf
·

0SInielast

f

Friday against Butler for their

ment team. Osterhage was

first MCC match of the
season and then will come

was named the tournament

Miami. Both games will be in

selected to the team, and Day back on Saturday to host

a--lo9ama of,the.Baider.Gballenge against Central Flor0@:,,,MN..---%-%%%%%%%%,,h£utterCenter at 7p.m.

Columbus plays and wins first ever game at WSU
18 The Guardian Wednesday, September 20, 2000

By Jason Seaman

Sports Editor

It didn't matter if they
won or lost, the Columbus
Blue Jackets of the National
Hockey League, played their

thrill for the organization and

staff for Columbus to play
here. It was a great chance for
Bomber fans to see a pre-

season NHL game," said
Bombers General Manager Ed
Gingher.
The Blue Jackets also

first ever game in Ohio last

Sunday at the Ervin J. Nutter
Center. For the first time
since 1975, the NHL returned
to Dayton.
Columbus was given an
expansion team back in June
1997.
The Dayton Bombers,
their East Coast Hockey
League affiliate, hosted the
contest between Columbus
and the Nashville Predators.
"It's a beautiful building,"
said Blue Jackets head coach
Dave King. "I had never seen
the building before and most
of the players hadn't either,
so they were really impressed. It was a high energetic crowd, and I want to
thank the Dayton Bombers
for hosting us for a game
because we'd love to come
back again."
"It was a tremendous

A Columbus and Nashville player fight by the boards.

made franchise history by
winning their first game
beating the Predators, 4-2, in
front of 5,612 spectators.
"To get a win here in
Dayton is important for us
because I know a lot of
people are one hour away

swered goals for their first

victory.
Rookie left winger Steve
Maltais scored back-to-back
goals putting the Blue Jackets
up, 3-2. Columbus added an
insurance goal when Nashville pulld their goalie in th
from coming to Columbus to final
"Steve Maltais played a
watch us play. I think that
really strong game tonight,"
seeing the effort tonight,
added King. "We liked his
hopefully some of these
game a lot tonight. In the
people will come in and
third period, we played
watch us play in Columbus.
disciplined, didn't take a lot
We won a game for Columbus, but we're still playing for of penalties and our offense
came alive and scored three
Ohio too," added King.
goals."
"It was definitely nice to
The Blue Jackets begin
be apart of their history. We
regular season play in Columwere pulling for them after
they lost their first exhibition bus against the Chicago
Blackhawks on Oct. 7.
game to Pittsburgh. With the
The Bombers start their
proximity and affiliation, this
win meant a lot to us," added season on Oct. 12, when they
host the Peoria Rivermen.
Gingher.
"It's the tenth season and
Columbus scored the first
there
will be a lot of excitegoal of the game when left
ment. Coach Ireland is
winger Mathieu Darche got a
bringing in some new blood
reflection in front of the net
and with our new promofor a 1-0 lead.
tions, this will be an exciting
Going into the third
season for Dayton," said
period trailing, 2-1, the Blue
Gingher.
Jackets scored three unan-

seconds.

What's New In Parkin and Trans ortation.
Lot Changes!

Lot 1- New Campus Master Plan Phase IV
commuter students and faculty/staff.

design - lot containsparking for handicap,

Lot 2- New Campus Master Plan Phase IV design- lot contains parking for vistors

and handicap.

Lot 3-New Campus Master Plan Phase IV design -lot contains parking for handicap,
faculty/staff, and reserved, state and service vehicles.
Lot 9-Lot resurfaced and contains parking for handicap, faculty/staff, and reserved.
Lot 10-Student Daily Pay Lot- A new lot 10 near Allyn Hall for commuter students
only has been established. The new lot will allow students, who have purchased (C)
permits, the option to pay $3 daily to park closer than lot 4, when lots 7,11, and 12
are full.

Lot 11-All meters were removed to provide additional student commuter permit

parking in that lot.

Lot 13-Lot resurfaced and contains parking for handicap, faculty/staff,

reserved, state

and service vehicles.

Lot 16-Lot will

now contain parking for faculty/staff, and commuter permit parking.

Lot 20-Lot resurfaced and new lighting installed. Lot contains parking for freshmen
Woods residents, remote, and faculty/staff permits.
University Blvd. All meters were removed to provide additional student commuter
permit parking.

Fines! "Park Smart, Park Legal, Everyday"!

The following parking violations are subject to a fine of $25 to $250.

1. Parking in a space within a Handicap spcae, or stripedacces aisle, without a legal
handicap permit or license plate. According to the laws of the State of Ohio, first violation
is punishable by a minimum fine of $250, not to exceed $500, plus any towing fees.
2. Obstructing a fire lane $100 fine.
3. Obstructing the flow of vehicular or pedestrian traffic, parking in any part of a roadway,
driving lane, or walkway $100 fine.
4. Parking in an area not designated for parking
replace any damage to university property.

$100 fine, plus the expense to repair or

5. Displaying an illegal parking permit, permit reported stolen or lost, or a permit that is
reproduced or altered $100 fine.
6. No/improper, or improperly displayed permit in Fae/Staff (B}, Reserved (A), State/US
Government, Service, Vendor, Visitor, Daily Pay Lot or any other space other than

commuter or resident spaces $50 fine.

7.No/improper, or improperly displayed permit in student or resident spaces $25 fine.
8. Disregarding painted lines or parking other than between the lines of, entirely within
one space $25 fine.
9. Parking in excess of posted time limit $25 fine.
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Men's soccer streak put on hold by Dayton
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Senior goalkeeper Matt Gibson picks up his third consecutive shutout
By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

It is a relatively simple
idea: keep the other team
.om scoring and you are
hgoing to be successful.
Maybe it isn't quite that
easy, but after seeing the
performance turned in by
the Raiders (4-2) and senior
goalkeeper Matt Gibson, one
would begin to wonder.
The Raiders, behind the
strength of three straight
shutouts, ran their record to
4-1 before losing to the
University of Dayton on
Monday night.
The streak included a
shutouts at Xavier last week
and at home against
Vanderbilt. The streak
continued last Friday as the
green and gold shutout
Western Michigan at Alumni
Field.
Gibson is playing the
best soccer of his Wright
State career as his third
shutout surpassed last
year's team total of two all
ail?roughout the season.
'W} The defense is also
picking up the intensity
helping him out on many
possible scoring opportuni-

ties especially last Friday
against Western Michigan.
Seniors Bunnyray
Larmond and Ryan McNichol
and junior Josh Hutson are
anchoring the strong defense this season.
"We are off to a good
start, we just need to keep
working hard," said senior
Arve Warholm.
In the game against
Western Michigan, the
Raiders got things underway
on sophomore Bret Jones'
first goal of the season. An
assist was credited to junior
Marco Elcock. The score
came at 36:28 and was the
only tally during the first
half.
In the second half, it
was much of the same as
freshman Ricky Strong
found the net courtesy of a
double assist from Jones
and McNichol.
Sophomore Evan
Shrewsbury, of Wayne High
School in Huber Heights,
put the nail in the coffin
when scoring on an assist
from junior midfielder
Travis Sobers.
"We've had some good
competition, and the confidence is definitely higher,"

said Warholm.
The Raiders then
traveled across town to face
rival Dayton on Monday
night. The green and gold
found the going a little
tougher and were defeated,
2-1, at Bajun Field.
The streak of shutouts
was ended 1 7 seconds into
the game as the Flyers
scored a goal.
Junior forward Dan
Griest connected on a
header from Strong to knot
things up at 1-l. Jones also
received an assist.
The Flyers would regain
the lead for good with 13
minutes remaining in the
second half on a goal by
Wade Fischer.
The Raiders will open
up Midwestern Collegiate
Conference play by traveling to Wisconsin this
weekend.
On Friday, WSU will
invade Green Bay, and on
Sunday they will compete
at Milwaukee.
Green Bay leads the alltime series 7 -4 while
Milwaukee has gone 4-3-2
against the Raiders. Last
year, the Raiders were
beaten by both schools.

Junior Josh Hutson clears the ball away. The Raiders
defense has- come on strong producing three shutouts.

Need Bucks for Books?
... donate Plasma.

I) ALGEBRA
•

Fam up to $228

o

month by donating potentially

life-saving plasma! Visit our

find out more about the

opportunity to ear cash while
helping others,
As part f o ompany reseord
prgap, on experimental test will
be performed on your plasmo
which could potentially benefit

Aventis Bio-Services

1 st donation - $35
2 nd donation - $35
3 rd donation- $17

4 th donation - $70

Biology

lg] FRENCH

g

~

years to come! Your research poridpotion is entirely oluntory; however, it is required it you want to

donate plasmo,

<,

ART HISTORY

friendly, modem center and

plasma produd reipierts in the

,

-·

Geography

English 101

Aventis
' 165

E. Helena St.
Dayton, OH
Call for info 224-1973

RTA Bus-22

Must be 18-49 years oft age, possess a valid ID and proof of local address & Social Security number

@

Your One-Stop

Copy Shop

Conveniently located in the Student Union Atrium
E008 Student Union

775-5784
Hours

Monday--Thursday 8:00 A.M.-7 P.M.
Friday 8:00 A.M.-5 P.M.

Color Copy SALE

9¢

1 side
8.5"x 11"

(Offer pires October 31, 2000)
No Coupon Required.
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Raiders win Creighton Classic
Teresa Martin named MCC Player of the Week
By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

After winning the
Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Tournament the
past two years, the early
season Creighton Tournament may have been a walk
in the park.
The Raiders (4-4) defeated Northern Iowa, 3-1,
in the opening round of the

the season and put the
Panthers away for good-as
she scored an empty net on
a header from classmate
Holly Willand at the 75:52
mark.
"We were pretty excited," explained fourth year
head coach Scott Rodgers.
The Raiders lone goal by
sophomore Kristen Hanks
was good enough for a 1-0

Creighton Bluejay Classic.

After the Panthers
grabbed a 1-0 lead at the
10:49 mark, it was WSU the
rest of the way. The green
and gold out-shot Northern
Iowa, 19-3, in the contest
The "Raider Attack" got
underway when Senior
Teresa Martin tied the game
off a penalty kick at 28:47.
Moments later it was
sophomore Amy Franks on
an assist from sophomore
Kristen Blackwell giving the
Raiders the lead for good.
Junior Sharon Roscoe
picked up her fourth goal of

Senior Teresa Martin

IN TWO SHORT
YEARS WITH US,
YOUR VALUE WILL
REALLY GROW.

A two-year enlistment in the Army is
all it takes to become more valuable to
employers. Because the two years after
training you spend as a member-of an
Army team will give you discipline,
maturity and the ability to work with
others-the qualities that will help you
build a good career in a worthwhile
job. You might even be eligible for
an enlistment bonus of up to $5,000.
Find out how you can make this solid
investment in your future and maybe
even earn a bonus. Talk to your local
Army Recruiter today.

51 3-236-4811

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE!

victory in the Championship
game over the host
Creighton. Both defenses
were intense holding shutouts through most of the
contest. The goal was
assisted by freshman Alicia

Bailey came in the 80

minute of action.
"They (WSU) wanted the
shutout, and they worked
together," explained
Rodgers. "If someone made
a mistake, somebody was
there to back them up. This
was a team effort."
The All-Tournament
Team was dressed in green
and gold including MVP
Teresa Martin. Peppers and
Hanks along with Bailey
were named to the team.
Martin was also honored
as the MCC Player of the
Week. The def ender scored
her first collegiate goal last
week and has helped the
Raider defense to 11 shutouts during her career.
Martin is the second
Raider to be named MCC
Player of the Week joining
Roscoe.
The Raiders return to
action this Friday as the
play host to Air Force. The
Falcons, who compete in the
Mountain West Conference,
will look to end a four game
losing streak.
The game slated for the
7 p.m. against the blue and
silver will mark the first
home game in nearly three
weeks for Wright State and a
large crowd can be ex-

SU finishes fifth at BGS

Ross and Kuhr lead the pack
Any cross-country

runner will tell you that

traveling up north to Bowl-

ing Green means having to

deal with windy conditions.

This past weekend was
no exception for the Wright
State teams as the competed
in the Mel Brodt Invitational
on the campus of BGSU.

"It was windy, and they

ust another way in which
Adz.co m will
ook

the women.

The sophomore cover,

the 3.1 mile distance in

18:21.

She was followed

sophomore Cecy Kinne who

led a pack of Raider run19:24 and closely followed

ners. Kinne was 25 in

good job, and her training is
paying off/ explained Schul

Both the men's team

(112) and women's team
(ll 1) placed fifth out of 11
teams and were led by a
pair of sophomores.
The men compiled 112

points·and were led by

(27)in 19:31.
"Cecy is really doing a

"I think her and Mary have a

good chance of joining

Jessica in the 18 minute
range."

Liz McMaken ran a 19:56
while Liz Miller finished in
19:57 for 38and 39

Justin Ross. The graduate of respectively.
Black River High School
"The girls are running
covered the eight-kilometer very well this year," said
distance in 26:19.
Schul.

Matt Miller who is off to

"It is exciting to see

a strong start in his senior
season was the number two

many new cross-country

Matt Roessner, a product of Fort Recovery High

away with the women's title
accumulating only 31.

man for the Raiders finishing 15in 26:32.

wvellcomes

The first three

Jessica Kuhr who fin-

ished in ninth place paced

Schul.

All New: All Yours: All Free

ch category to pl
will get a

to any and all competition."

by freshman Mary Maxton

than the one at Kettering
(WSU home course)," explained head coach Bob

should be a good
crowd and hopefully people
come down," concluded
Rodgers.

·

progresses, we look forward

have a good sized hill on
the course, probably bigger

"It

Wright State University
Main Campus

together. As the season

Staff Writer

pected.

MadAd:z

team is really coming

By Tony Arnold

School placed 21overall in
26:44 while Kevin Paisley

runners," added junior
Holly Uber.
The Toledo Rockets r>
While Bowling Green

who red-shirted last year,

played unfriendly hosts in
grabbing the men's hard-

Junior Eric Roush

Both cross country

ran a 27:00 in placing 29.

ware while scoring 33.

rounded out the scoring for teams are back in action

WSU, finishing 51in a time this Saturday. WSU will
of 27:38.
' compete at the Friendship
"Our guys are running

well, but we still need to
close the gap of our top

five," added Schul.

Games in Cedarville.

"Last year both teams

were near the top (at
Cedarville), and we are

"We ran well despite the expecting to be there again

wind," said Roessner "The

this year," concluded Schul.

No Brainer.

# #
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Golf off to good start
Wednesday, September 20, 2000

RAIDER
CALENDAR

MEN'S

THU

WED

21

20

kc

22

at
UWBG*

SOCCER

•

WOMEN'S

Air
Force
7p.m.

VOLLEYBALL

Butler*

SOCCER

M. TENNIS
W. TENNIS
CROSS
COUNTRY

SAT
23

FRI

7 p.m.

I SUN

24

at
UWM*

at
Dayton

at Hawkeye
Invitational

MCC Game

Raider Profile

#1 O Sharon Roscoe

Junior Forward, Women's soccer

®

Beavercreek, OH/ Beavercreek H.S .

Birthday: May 10,
1980
Major: MIS
Nickname: None
Why you chose
your number: "I
had #8 all through
high school. I
wanted #8, but a
senior had it so I
got #10."
Why you chose
WSU: "I am close to
my family and this
was a good opportunity for them to
see me play. I also
liked the coaches a
lot, and my brother
came here so I
figured I would
give it a try."
Favorite sport
besides soccer:
Basketball
Favorite actor:
Bruce Willis
Favorite actress:

Julia Roberts
Favorite movie:

"The Whole Nine
Yards"

Favorite TV show:
"The Drew Carey

Show"

Favorite musician:

Billy Joel
Favorite song: "It's

My Life" (Bon Jovi)

Last CD purchased:

"No. 4" (Stone

Temple Pilots)
Favorite food: Mexican
Favorite drink:
Caramel Delight
(coffee)
Favorite ice cream
flavor: Black Walnut
Favorite restaurant:
O'Charley's
Best book you've

read: "See Jane Run"
(Joy Fielding)

Hobbies: "I like to
cook."
Pet peeve: "Crazy

The golf team has started
off where they finished last
year. After capturing the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference championship last
spring, the team should face
similar success as they only
lost one senior from last
year's squad.
The Raiders started their
fall portion of the 2000

schedule at the Drury Invita-

at
Cedarville

GOLF

We wanted to get him in there

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

Miami
7p.m.

at
Dayton

Home games in Bold.

26

25

at Dayton Invitational

.

TUE

MON

Most memorable
moment in soccer:
"When we first won
the MCC ever at WSU
and moved onto the
NCAA's."
Most embarrassing

moment in soccer:

"In high school, I
jumped for a
headball, and it was
out of bounds. I
flipped over the
bench."
Part of your game
that needs improvement: Mental side
Best part of your
game: My speed
Where do you see
yourself ten years
from now: "Hopefully a career in MIS
with a family."
Four people you'd
invite to dinner:
"Bruce Willis,
Michael Jordan,
Eminem and Tiger

drivers on the road." Woods."
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tional last week and placed
second out of 11 teams. The
team shot a 921 while Murray
State took first place with a
score of 908.
"We were playing on

grass we usually don't play

on. It makes a difference.
There was a terrible storm a
couple of days before so the
conditions were bad. The
scores were up which led to
poor results," said head coach
Fred Jefferson.
Freshman David
Bieterman, a graduate of Alter
HighSchool in Dayton, led the
Raider attack as he shot a
three-round 227 for fifth
place. He shot a 70 in the
final round but scored 79 and
78 in the first two rounds.
"We were excited when he

told us he was coming here.
C

right away, and he played
well the whole tournament.
His 70 was the low round of
the tournament," added
Jefferson.
Sophomore Jesse
Hutchins was right behind
Bieterman in the sixth spot as
he shot 75-76-77 in three
rounds.
"The team had their ups

and downs. Jesse was playing

with the pressure of winning
a college tournament as he
was right in there after the
first day. It was a learning
experience for him," said
Jefferson.
Junior Billy Day fired an

81-79-74 for a 234 in tenth

place. Sophomore John

Schones shot a 241 for 33¢

place, and senior Junichi

Hayashi shot a 245 in 42¢
place.
Murray State's Jeremy

Grantham won the event

shooting a 220.
The golf team returns to
action this weekend at the
Hawkeye Invitational.
"We are doing some
qualifying for the line-up. It's
wide open for anyone to
travel. We have a nice group
right now, but Iowa will have
stronger competition. We are
optimistic," said Jefferson.

Men's tennis team defeats

Wittenberg to begin season
By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

The men's tennis team
left nothing undone on
Saturday morning outside
the Nutter Center as they
completely unloaded on

Wittenberg University,

winning every match played
to open their season 1-0.
Junior Chad Derry won
the

Gavin and Brush combined their efforts to defeat
Herzog and Rob Postma in
the doubles with an 8-3
score.
Junior Joey Turner
outplayed Eric Cusick 6-4,
6-3, to take home the third
slot win for the Raiders.
Freshman Quincy Jones
beat out Rob Postma in

three games, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3, to

numb@j
=»,
one
slot
over
Bryan
Heft

(6-4, 6-

round-off
the
singles
order.
Next
up for

w the
Raid-

their respective matches.
Gavin eliminated Duby
Lakos in two matches giving
up only three points, win-

ers is the Dayton Invitational which will start on
Friday and finish on Sunday.
The men's tennis team
will make another trip to
the University of Dayton on

number four spot.
Brush gave up just one
point in the number five
spot as he defeated
Wittenberg's Mike Herzog,

with the Flyers.
The women's tennis
team resumes action today
as they travel to cross-town
rival Dayton as well. The

4)

while seniors Warren

Gavin and Mike Brush won

ning 6-1, and 6-2 at the

6-0, 6-1.

Tuesday to go head-to-head

first game is at 3 p.m.
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college bookstore

e campus.com

e Call)[)LIS:COm SAVE UP 10 5O% ON 17800KS ANO STUFE. WITH FREE SHIPPING.

a
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Employment
®or swans7 vama;

bouquet company) is
seeking 2 persons to work
at the Fairfield Commons
Mall October-December
2000. Possibility of perma-

nent position. Duties

include Customer Service,
some Display/Visual, and
Cash Register. Full and part

time available. Starting

pay $7.00/hr to $8.00/hr,
plus employee discount.
Contact Jeannette (93 7)

222-7670.

Servers, hostesses, bartenders needed at Lone Star
Steakhouse and Saloon.
Flexible schedule and
pleasant atmosphere.
Contact Brad @ 291-0711.
Near Dayton Mall. 251 N.
Springboro Pike,
Miamisburg.

lldcare needed in our

IM'e for a 14 month old.
Three days a week. Call

235-9145.

Daycare: Need somebody
dependable to care for 2
children ages 7 and 9.
Work in our home, three to
four afternoons a week.
Would like help with
homework. Close to WSU.
Own transportation. Call

429-8669.

$1,000'S WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for
$2.00 each plus great
bonuses. Work F /T or P /T.
Make at least $800 a week,
guaranteed! Free supplies.
No experience necessarystart right away. For free
details, send one stamp to

N-190, PMB 552, 12021

Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
CA 90025.
rgetic, dependable
dent interested in
learning behavior modification techniques needed to
work with adorable and
lovable 2.5 year old boy

United Health Services has
immediate openings for
Part time Activity Specialist
to work with Elementary
age children in our after
school enrichment programs. If you would like to
join our cutting edge team
and help children who
need positive role models
please contact Vicki at 2206620/6600

per hour to start. Please
call (937) 339-5121.
Now Hiring! Management/
Drivers Earn 8-15 $/hr. Call

Pizza Hut @ 878-7585. 11

West Dayton-Yellow
Springs, Fairborn.

studio with bath and

kitchen includes water and
trash. $195 plus electric.
One two-bedroom with
large living room with
kitchen and bath includes
water and trash. $395 plus

electric. 836-2230, 8-11
mornings and 8-11 eve-

nings or 426-0384 11-7
daytime.

For Rent
MAKE YOUR MOVE!
Tired of the campuse
scene? Make your move to
BRECKENRIDGE APARTMENTS. We offer two
bedroom apartments in a
peaceful wooded setting.
Minutes from WSU,
Washer/Dryer hookup,
plenty of storage space,
spacious floor plans, blue
ribbon maintenance. CALL
BRECKENRIDGE TODAY!
879-1581 Mention this ad
and save $100 off your
first month's rent!
Student Housing! MV/UD
area close access to 3 5 and
6 75. Two bedroom house,
washer/dryer, kitchen
appliances provided. Call 1-

888-808-7741.

Walk to campus! Cimarron
Woods. We have one unit
left by bridge side offered
at a special rate for occupancy of 2. Office location:
1396 Cimarron Woods. No
fees. Washer and dryer
furnished, fireplace, one
and half bath. Must find
your own roommates. Call
(937) 320-1355 for more
info.
Need female, non-smoker
to assume Fall 2000Summer 2001 lease in
College Park immediately.
If interested please call
(937) 426-6522 please leave
voice mail if no one answers.

Fairborn- House-Two
with autism in our home. 6- bedroom-Full finished

10 hours per week, $7-10

Two unfurnished apartments in Beavercreek. One

basement. Yard with creek.
$575. Application fee,
deposit, years lease. 2999800 evenings.
Two bedroom townhouse,
all appliances furnished,
near WSU contact 8797304.

Travel
WINTER BREAK/SPRING
BREAK. Ski and Beach Trips
now on sale!
www.sunchase.com or call

1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Spring Break 2001
Trips. HIGHEST COMMISSIONS - LOWEST PRICES,
NO COST TO YOU. Travel
FREE including food and
drink & non-stop parties!!!

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahams, Florida,
Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call
Sun Coast Vacations for a
free brochure and ask how
you can organize a small
group and Eat, Drink,
Travel Free and Earn

Cash! Call 1-888-777-4642

or e-mail

sales@suncoast
vacations.com

Spring Break! Delux hotels,
reliable air, free food,
drinks and parties! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, & Florida. Travel
Free and Earn Cash! Do it
on the WEB! Go to Student

City.com or call 800-2931443 for info.

Spring Break!!! Cancun,
Mazatlan, Bahamas, Jamica
& Florida. Call Sunbreak
Student Vacations for info
on going free and earning

cash. Call 1-800-446-8355

or e-mail
sales@sunbreaks.com

WORLD CLASS VACA-

TIONS 2000 STUDENT
TRAVEL PLANNERS "TOP
PRODUCER" & MTV'S
CHOICE (Spring Break

Cancun Party Program) 1-

800-222-4432

SPRINGBREAK 2001, hiring
on-campus reps. SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH, GO
FREE!!! Student Travel
Services, America's #1
Student Tour Operator.
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,

Europe, Florida. 1-800-648-

4849.
www.gospringbreak.com

Early specials! Spring break
Bahamas party cruise! 5
days $279! Includes, meals,
Parties! Awesome beaches,
nightlife! Departs from
Florida!
Get Group- Go Free!

springbreaktravel.com,

1-800-678-6386

Early spring break specials.
Cancun & Jamaica from
$389! Air, hotel, free meals,
drinks! Award winning
company! Group leaders go
free! Florida vacations

$129

springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386.

Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road 293-3917.
www.womensmedcenter.com
Looking for a new place to
live? Want to find a new
job? Then LOOK no far-

ther than the Guardian
Classifieds!
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For Sale
Wheelchair Accessible Mini
Vans For Lease. New and
Used, up to 10 years lease
financing. We'll bring the
van to you! Call Greg Beach

at 937-434-8200.

1995 PONTIAC GRAND AM

SE 3.1 V-G BLACK 2-DOOR,

TINTED WINDOWS, AUTO,
AIR, CASS, 71,000 MILES,
GOOD CLEAN CAR IN
EXCELLENT RUNNING
CONDITION, ORIGINAL
OWNER MUST SELL! $6850
OBO 307-4585 ASK FOR
JOHN.
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Looking for a job? CBS Personnel Services in partnership
with companies throughout the Dayton area is currently
hiring for full-time & part-time positions on all shifts!
Whether you ore looking for long-term, short-term or direct
hire, we have what you need! Give us a call today!

Some of the positions we ore currently hiring for include:

Marketing Research

To $10.66 Hr.
Part-time

Assembly / Production

To $10.00 Hr.
Full-time

Office Support/ Receptionists

To $10.00 Hr.

Full-time & Part-time
Servers

To $8.00 Hr.

Part-time

«IS
..

Call today to see what our staff can
Beavercreek
Centerville
Huber Heights

Piqua

Sidney
Troy

THE

429-4400
428-4250
235-3800
778-8888

do for you!

PERSONNEL SERVICES

498-4131

We hire
..

335-0118

.

the best!

DAYTON ART INSTITUTE
SATURDAY, SEPT. 23
Noon to 10 p.m.
SUNDAY,
is

~

;}

Noon to

h

SEPT. 24

7 p.m.

This award-winning festival
proudly features:

• Miller draft beer and a wide array of German and
international beers
• WineGarten with German and domestic wines
• Nearly 30 international food booths
• Nearly 65 fine arts and crafts vendors from across
the country
• Continuous, live entertainment on two stages·
(featuring Dayton's own Buck Naked on Sunday
evening)
Presented by:

(® Mead
FamilyFest

Saturday and Sunday - Noon to 7p.m.

Bring the kids for free art activites, games,
face-painting, Kid's Shop and more!

(R,) Dayton River Corridor
AA Classic
Sunday, Sept. 24 -

8 a.m.

The area's premiere half marathon, 5K Run and
5K Walk starts and finishes at Oktoberfest.

For entry information, call 937-254-7 127!

(Rp) Oktoberfest 2000

\ Gate Admission

$5 adults; $3 seniors (60+}; $2
(6 and under are free)
Park downtown and ride the

students 7-18

RTA Wright Flyer /

Oktoberfest Shuttle to the Art Institute and

Dow'T Miss DAYTON's BEST FESTAL!

Oktoberfest 2000.

ctear,Chyme! (ia@f,

Additional Sponsorship Support
From:
Sup

